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Abstract. Business process compliance has become more and more important 

function for business process management (BPM). One of challenges in this area 

is to check the business process compliance in the business process life-cycle 

(design-time, run-time). In this paper, we propose a description logic-based ap-

proach for business process compliance checking during two phases of the busi-

ness process life-cycle. In our approach, business process and the set of regula-

tions are represented in a machine readable form. And we use that knowledge 

bases to check the compliance between them. 
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1 Introduction 

Business process compliance (BPC) checking in companies is a crucial feature for a 

BPM system. In essence, many approaches are developed to formally and automatically 

prove that business processes comply with relevant constraints like rules, laws. The 

requirement for business process compliance checking based on a set of constraints 

might emerge in different phases of the process life-cycle. During design time, the com-

pliance of a process model with a set of constraints is checked for detecting the structure 

error (infinite loop, i.e.) and the compliance violation in the early step. At runtime, the 

progress of a potentially large number of process instances is monitored to detect or 

even predict compliance violations. After studying most important publications on this 

topic, we focus on some following research questions: 

 What phase of the business process life-cycle our research approach can apply? 

 What kind of rule our approach can cover? 

 How to adapt our solution to existing business process definition language and sys-

tem? 

After providing our analysis on some related works, each research question will be 

answered in section 4.  

Our contributions in this paper are: 
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 Proposing a method for representing and integrating business process and regulatory, 

business rules or laws. 

 Building a method for business process compliance checking. 

This paper is organized as follows, section 2 reviews the related work for compliance 

checking of BPM. Section 3 provides our research methodology. Section 4, we present 

our solution. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and indicates next steps of our 

work. 

2 Related Work 

Checking the compliance of business processes is a challenging task: the number and 

complexity of business rules is increasing and the rules are subject to constant change. 

Becker et al. [27] define business process compliance management (BPCM) as “the 

steady modeling, refinement, and analysis of business processes regarding the fulfill-

ment of regulatory compliance”. Ramezani et al. outline the interdependencies between 

BPM and Compliance Management (CM) and describes CM as a “methodology to 

elicit, specify and formalize, implement, check and analyze, and optimize compliance 

requirements in organizations” [28]. Works on Business process compliance have fo-

cused on examining whether a given process model is compliant with a certain refer-

ence model/pattern. On the technical aspect, the business process pattern initiative has 

identified various patterns for the specification of control-flow [17], data-flow [18], and 

resources [18] in business process management systems. The work in [19] deals also 

with the planning layer by formalizing process patterns using UML concepts. These 

compliance works have focused on the structural level of process models, while another 

line of works focuses on the combination of data and structure [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. The 

frameworks in [25, 24, 26], for example, provide general compliance criteria for as-

sessing the compliance of processes with semantic constraints. In addition, some com-

pliance works aimed at supporting specific purposes, for example: correcting process 

models at design time [25], verifying changes in existing models [25], identifying com-

pliance in the context of process mining [26], and identifying violations of execution 

order compliance rules [20]. 

In our approach, we take advantage of Color Petri Net (CPN)’s [32] color set for 

checking the compliance of processed data in data-flow with the constraints in the set 

of business rules. A color set can be defined in many types: int, string or object. When 

firing a transition, the value of each color can be changed, the new value must respect 

to the constraint in the set of predefined rules. This work will be explained in more 

detail in section 4. 

On the other hand, for representing the business rules, some works use an ontology-

based approach [8] [9] [10] [11]. They translate the Semantic of Business Vocabulary 

and Rule (SVBR) [16] vocabulary to OWL [29] and Semantic Web Rule Language 

(SWRL) [15], they provide the mapping or the rule in order to translate each property 

of SVBR (the definition of OMG) to a set of axioms in an ontology.  

In our approach, we classify the business rule into five main type of business rules, 

and we use also Attempto Controlled English (ACE) [13] for defining the business rule, 



each ACE phrase will be represented by an axiom in business rule ontology. We con-

sider not only the business rule representation aspect but also the compliance of busi-

ness process with a set of business rules.  

The advantage of our approach is to ensure that the business process is well-defined 

at design time and executed correctly during runtime. We must consider this aspect 

because a business process must always respect a set of predefined rules during the 

business process life-cycle. Therefore, the difference between our work and the previ-

ous related works is that our solution allows the system to check not only the con-

sistency of business process and business rule but also the consistency of the integration 

between them at design-time and run-time. And the other difference is to use the rea-

soning for preventing the potential sematic error of a business process instance which 

occurs on the deduced knowledge or the generated data during both phrases of business 

process life-cycle (design-time, run-time), this kind of error cannot be detected by some 

other business process compliance checking approach (query-based approach, i.e.). 

3 Research Methodology 

 

Fig. 1. Research Methodology 

Initially, we started with requirements analysis based on case studies. We also formu-

lated a state-of-the-art of business process compliance. Based on the state of the art, we 

choose a theoretical basis and propose a solution that is also implemented in prototypes. 

The solutions do not necessarily address all aspects of the requirements analysis at once 

but may also focus on certain aspects. Using the developed prototypes, we are able to 

analyze and evaluate developed solutions using data from practical applications. This 

may lead to further development and implementation iterations (e.g., in case the devel-

oped concepts do not yet cover all relevant aspects or do not yet yield adequate solu-

tions). The evaluation of developed solutions may also result in a completely new iter-

ation leading to modifications or refinements of the solution when studies reveal addi-

tional requirements. 
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4 Modeling Business Process Compliance 

In this section, we will answer the mentioned research questions above. Fig 2 illustrates 

the sketch of our approach. 

Fig. 2.   Sketch of our solution 

In Fig 2, a business process can be defined by some graphic design language (BPMN, 

UML, i.e.). Depending on the selected design language, the user’s defined model will 

be translated into a Color Petri Net [32] (CPN) graph for checking the correctness of 

the model at the design time. In order to do that automatically, the CPN graphs are 

represented in a machine readable form. Description logic and first order logic are cho-

sen to describe the model and the constraint for ensuring the structure correctness of 

the business process model. An inference engine (reasoner) is used to reason and verify 

the consistency of the model’s knowledge base. If the knowledge base is consistent, the 

business process is validated. On the other hand, a set of business rules is represented 

in a business rule knowledge base. The inference engine is used to check the con-

sistency of this knowledge base for ensuring that there are no conflicts inside the set of 

business rules. After having two consistent knowledge bases, we combine them into 

one knowledge base. The combined knowledge base is used for checking the compli-

ance of a business process instance with a set of business rules inside business rule 

knowledge base. 

4.1 Representation of Business Process Knowledge Base 

As mentioned above, we use Color Petri Nets for checking the model of a business 

processes; in this section, we introduce the method of building business process, this 

method helps the user to represent a business process by an ontology. The advantage of 

this method is to allow the user to check the consistency business process automatically 

by the reasoning. The TBox of business process ontology is defined as follow: 

 CPN⊑≧1hasPlace.Place⊓≧1hasTransition.Transition⊓≧1hasInputArc.InputArc

⊓≧1hasOutputArc.OutputArc  

 Place⊑≧0hasToken.Token⊓≧1hasArc.(InputArc⊓OutputArc) 

 Transition⊑≧1hasInputArc.InputArc⊓≧1hasOutptArc.OutputArc⊓≦1hasGuard-
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 InputArc⊑1hasSourcePlace.Place⊓=1hasTargetTransition.Transition⊓≦1hasEx-

pression.Expression  

 OutputArc⊑=1hasTargetPlace.Place⊓=1hasSourceTransition.Transi-

tion⊓≦1hasExpression.Expression  

CPN is the concept for representing all CPN graphs. A CPN graph is well-defined if 

and only if it has at least one place, one transition, one input arc and output arc. We 

define in BPO following classes: CPN, Place, Transition, OutputArc, In-

putArc and some properties which define the relations between them, hasPlace, 

hasTransition, hasInputArc, hasOutputArc. Place represents the prop-

erties of place, we define a concept Place. A place may have a token or not, it has also 

at least one InputArc or one OutputArc. The concept Transition is defined for all 

transitions. A transition must have at least one InputArc and one OutputArc. It’s 

one of the minimum conditions for having a well-defined CPN graph. A transition may 

have only one guard function or not. The concept InputArc defined for all input arcs. 

An input arc has only one source place and one target transition. It may be marked by 

only one expression or not. An OutputArc has only one source transition and only 

one target place. It also may have only one expression or not. A business process in-

stance is a set of individuals inside the business process ontology (BPO). 

4.2 Representation of Regulatory 

The different structural categories of business rules are (Wagner 2005): 

1. Integrity (or constraints); For example: Each company must have one and only one 

director. 

2. Derivation (conditions resulting in conclusions); For example: Platinum customers 

receive a 5% discount. John Doe is a platinum customer. As a conclusion, John Doe 

receives a 5% discount. 

3. Reaction (Event, Condition, Action, Alternative action, Post-condition); For exam-

ple: An invoice is received. If the invoice amount is more than $2,000 then a super-

visor must approve it. 

4. Production (condition, action); For example: If there are no defects in the last batch 

of cars then the batch is approved.  

5. Transformation (change of state); For example: A man’s age can change from 28 

to 29, but not from 29 to 28. 

Business Rules Ontology.  

In this section, we introduce the method of building a business rule ontology (BRO). 

As mentioned above, there are five type of rules. For each type of rules, we create a set 

of axioms in the BRO. We also introduce some transitive rules for allowing the reasoner 

to reason on BRO and BPO to detect the potential semantic error automatically.  

 

 



Integrity Rule.  

The integrity rule have the same meaning with a constraint in the relational database. 

In table 1, we define the cardinality rules. It will be translated into a set of cardinality 

axiom inside BRO. 

Example 1: 

The rule “Someone that owns at least 2 cars” is represented by an OWL 2 syntax as 

follow:   

ObjectMinCardinality(2 hasCar SomeOne) 

Derivation Rule.  

This kind of rule allows the system to deduce a new knowledge. If a set of facts 

satisfies the derivation rule, the reasoner will deduce a new fact from the existing facts. 

We use SWRL rule to represent this kind of rule.  

Example 2: 

A rule “Platinum customers receive a 5% discount” is represented by a SWRL rule 

as follow:  

PlatinumCustomer(w)->hasDiscount(x,5) 

Reaction Rule.  

One of the important rule is the reaction rule which allows the user to define the 

relationship between a set of actions in a specific domain. We propose six kind of rela-

tionships between the tasks: dependency, parallel execution, choice execution, sequen-

tial exlusion, parallel exclusion and choice exclusion. These relationships are repre-

sented by an OWL object property. 

Example 3: 

A rule “Task A is depended on task B” is represented by an object property as follow: 

hasDependencyTask(B,A) 

Production Rule and Transformation Rule.  

This kind of business rules is represented in the form “IF something DO something”. 

For representing this form with OWL language, we use SWRL [30]. 

Example 4: a rule “if a customer is a VIP member, they do not have to provide more 

information” is represented by a SWRL rule as follow:  

isVIPMember(cus)-> not provideInfor(cus) 

Transitive Rule.  

We define a set of transitive rules inside the business rule ontology. This kind of 

error occurs after a sequence of activities. At design-time, when a user designs a busi-

ness process instance, the user’s defined business process will be combined with the set 

of transitive rules for detecting the potential semantic error when they use these chosen 

activities in a business process. At run-time, if there are some changes on the business 

process instance, transitive rule will be used for detecting the error which can occur 

with this change. 

 



Table 1. Transitive Rule 

4.3 Checking the Business Process Compliance Using Reasoning 

Fig. 3. Integration of two ontologies 

Rule Example OWL and SWRL 

Task A is depended on task B 

Task A exclude task B in sequential 

hasDependencyTask(A,B) Λ 

hasExSequentialTask(B,A)  

-> Class( owl:Nothing ) 

Task A execute in parallel with task B 

Task A exclude task B in parallel 

hasParallelTask(A,B) Λ 

hasExParallelTask(B,A)  

-> Class( owl:Nothing ) 

Task A execute in choice with    task B 

Task A exclude task B in choice 

hasChoiceTask(A,B) Λ 

hasExChoiceTask(B,A)  

-> Class( owl:Nothing ) 

Task A execute in parallel with task B 

Task B execute in parallel with task C 

=> Task A execute in parallel with task C 

ObjectPropertyChain(hasExParallelTask    

hasExParallelTask) hasExParallelTask 

Task A exclude task B in parallel 

Task A exclude task B in sequential 

Task A exclude task B in choice 

hasExParallelTask(B,A) 

hasExChoiceTask(B,A)   Λ 

hasExSequentialTask(B,A)  Λ 

-> Class( owl:Nothing ) 

Task A is depended on task B 

Task A execute in choice with task B 

hasDependencyTask(A,B) Λ 

hasChoiceTask(B,A) -> Class( owl:Nothing ) 

Task execute in parallel with task B 

Task A is depended on task B 

hasDependencyTask(A,B) Λ 

hasParallelTask(B,A)   -> Class(owl:Nothing ) 

Task A execute in choice with task B 

Task A execute in parallel with task B 

hasChoiceTask(A,B) Λ 

hasParallelTask(B,A) -> Class( owl:Nothing ) 

Actions 
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In Fig 3, Business processes (CPN graph) are represented by a set of individuals of 

the correspondence concept in BPO. Business rules are created and modified by an 

editor. Each rule is represented by a set of axioms and SWRL rule inside BRO.  In order 

to check the compliance of business process with business rules, we merge BRO and 

BPO into one ontology; two concepts Transition in BPO and Task in BRO are defined 

as two equivalence concepts. The business term individuals can be used as a color and 

a token in CPN graph (business process). During the execution of business process, the 

value of individual can be changed but the change must respect the constraints inside 

BRO (TBox and Properties). 

At design time, when a user defines a business process, the business term will be 

used to name an item. Each transition individual in BPO is equivalent to an action in-

dividual in BRO. Depending on the user’s given order, BPO editor will generate a set 

axioms inside BPO.  

For example: there are two tasks inside BRO, which is defined that b depends on a 

as follow:  

ObjectPropertyAssertion(:hasDependencyTask ∶b∶a) 

It means that a must be executed before b, but at design time a user define that a 

executes after b, and the rule is generated as follow: 

ObjectPropertyAssertion(:hasDependencyTask ∶a∶b) 

Two rules above are opposite, so the merged ontology of BRO and BPO will be 

inconsistent. It can be checked by a reasoner (Pellet, Hermit). Because the property 

hasDependencyTask is defined as a TransitiveObjecProperty in the re-

action rule 1 in table 3. 

At runtime, we use the same approach to verify the consistency of merged ontology. 

If a user modifies a business process, the modification will be generated and insert into 

BPO; for each modification, the reasoner will check the consistency of merged ontol-

ogy and notify the result to the user automatically. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, an ontology-based approach for business process compliance checking is 

proposed. It takes important features of the ontology which are the reasoning capabili-

ties, the possibility to express complex actions, and its declarative semantics to validate 

not only the consistency of business rules and business process but also the compliance 

of business process with a set of business rules. The advantage of this approach is to 

allow the system to detect the semantic flaws of business process automatically at de-

sign time and run-time. Nevertheless, by using this approach, if BRO has many con-

cepts and properties, the reasoning may take long time for checking the consistency of 

BPO and BRO ontology. According to that, future theoretic works involve three main 

issues. The first one is to focus on the distributed reasoning. The second one will be 

achieved by selecting the related rule of an action for the validation. And the last goal 

is to consider the business process execution and work with a data source. 
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